HMDPose: A large-scale trinocular IR Augmented Reality Glasses Pose Dataset
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ABSTRACT

Augmented Reality Glasses usually implement an Inside-Out tracking. In case of a driving scenario or glasses with less computation capabilities, an Outside-In tracking approach is required. However, to the best of our knowledge, no public datasets exist that collects images of users wearing AR glasses.

To address this problem, we present HMDPose, an infrared trinocular dataset of four different AR Head-mounted displays captured in a car. It contains sequences of 14 subjects captured by three different cameras running at 60 FPS each, adding up to more than 3,000,000 labeled images in total. We provide a ground truth 6DoF-pose, captured by a marker-based tracker with submillimeter accuracy. We make this dataset publicly available for non-profit, academic use and non-commercial benchmarking.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computing methodologies → Tracking.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Augmented Reality has been continuously developing in industry and research over decades and has reached commercial maturity. Almost all high-end smartphones are delivered with AR applications and AR-dedicated hardware. At the same time, AR glasses development flourished with more companies developing their own AR-enabled devices. The deployment of AR glasses inside the car enable an abundance of driving relevant use cases. Visualizations for the driver like an AR navigation in front of the eyes is one useful example. In this case, tracking based on cameras built inside the glasses is difficult, as the cameras observe parts of the static car interior as well as from the dynamic outside world. Thus, tracking with additional cameras deployed inside the car can help. Outside-In head tracking is popular, but cannot replace the glasses pose as the head and glasses relation can vary depending on the person and can change during driving. Glasses also cover many important facial features like the eyes for head tracking. Further, in-car AR glasses tracking adds the challenge of tracking functionality in adverse and changing lighting conditions. Infrared cameras capture images less prone the changes in lighting and can ensure that tracking can work at all times. To enable development of algorithms for this purpose, public datasets are required, which are not available yet.

To solve this issue, we propose HMDPose, a very large-scale dataset containing more than 3,000,000 IR images of car passengers with various types of AR glasses. It provides images from three different camera angles with 60 FPS each, including sub-millimeter accurate ground truth 6DoF-pose annotations (Figure 1).

2 HMDPOSE DATASET

Figure 1: Example triple of the Mini Augmented Vision glasses as one of the four glasses in the recordings.

Figure 2: The hardware setup on the car dashboard for the recording. There are three IR-cameras with additional flashers on top for the image recording (red). Two marker-base cameras acquire the ground truth poses (blue).

Hardware Setup. We deployed a marker-based solution for acquiring the 6DoF-Pose as ground truth and captured the images with three infrared cameras (Figure 2).

Three IR-cameras record the images with the resolution of 1280×752 pixel each for the dataset. Each camera records with 60 FPS. In addition, the marker-based cameras track the markers on the glasses, recording ground truth 6DoF-poses in 150 Hz.
Calibration & Synchronisation. Calibration to one common coordinate frame is required for accurate and synchronous pose recording. Through calibration, we can obtain the extrinsics of each camera system in relation to the set coordinate frame. This is done with a static checkerboard inside the car, where given points on the checkerboard and their relation to the common coordinate frame are known. By localizing the same points in camera coordinates, we can calibrate the cameras to the coordinate frame. Our coordinate frame is set to the middle of the car’s frontal vehicle axle. The $x$ axis points towards the back of the car, $z$ points upwards and $y$ to the right from the driver’s perspective. All cameras and poses are given in respect to this coordinate system. All coordinate systems in place are visualized in Figure 3. The center of the local coordinate systems of the individual glasses are defined as the closest marker to the center of the respective glasses. In addition, a synchronized recording of the frames and poses is performed.

Acquisition & Dataset analysis. We acquire the 6DoF-pose of four different glasses in the reference coordinate frame and the three IR images synchronously (Figure 1 and 4). As a conventional looking glasses, we selected the North Focals Generation 1 [2]. Our representative for activity related glasses are the Everysight Raptor glasses [3]. All-day-use HMDs are represented by the Mini Augmented Vision glasses [1]. We chose Microsoft Hololens 1 [4] as an industrial, bigger, more powerful AR HMD. The recording was done in a driver simulation. We prerecorded a 1km long route with a $360^\circ$ camera strapped on the given prototype. We showed different angles of this material on three screens simultaneously, which were placed around the car to trigger natural head movements (Figure 5). With each participant, we recorded four sequences for each HMD on the recorded, five minute long route. On this route, multiple points of interests (POIs) were defined, where the participants were instructed to look at. Between the instructed parts, the subjects were free to either follow the road or look around.

The dataset has a 35.7% female and 64.3% male ratio. The mean age is 33.5 years with a standard deviation of 10.73. Figure 6 shows the data distribution in orientation per axis. The orientation strongly suggests the frontal orientation during driving, visible on all axis.

Postprocessing. As we record the frames of the different glasses with markers on them to obtain an accurate ground truth pose, the markers are visible on the images after recording. In a postprocessing step, we remove the markers from the glasses (Figure 7).

3 CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced HMDPose, a new large-scale AR glasses pose dataset. We captured infrared images from three different positions of 14 subjects, wearing four different AR glasses. The recording resulted in more than 3,000,000 infrared images enclosed with ground truth glasses pose for all image triples. The labels are recorded with a marker-based tracking system with sub-millimeter accuracy.
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